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NEW QUESTION: 1
Authorization that defines the authorization object name and
the authorization name for which an administrator has
authorization and the activities that are allowed ?
A. S_USER_AUTH
B. S_USER_TCD
C. S_USER_GRP
D. S_USER_AGR
E. S_USER_PRO
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
When an attack occurs, many packets are found on the attacked
host (1.1.129.32) as shown in the figure.
According to the analysis of the attack, what kind of attack is
this attack?
A. Smurf
B. WinNuke
C. Ping of Death
D. Land
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Note: Land attack: It is to set the source address and
destination address of the TCP SYN packet to the IP address of
a certain victim. This will cause the victim to send a SYN-ACK
message to its own address, which in turn will send back an ACK
message and create an empty connection, each of which will
remain until timeout. Various victims react differently to Land
attacks, many UNIX hosts will crash, and NT hosts will become
extremely slow.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which field is specific to the OPSFv3 packet header, as opposed
to the OSPFv2 packet header?
A. AuType
B. router ID
C. instance ID
D. checksum
Answer: C
Explanation:
In OSPFv3, Instance ID is a new field that is used to have
multiple OSPF process' instance per link. By default it is 0
and for any additional instance it is increased, instance ID
has local link significance only. OSPFv3 routers will only
become neighbors if the instanceIDs match. It is thus possible
to have multiple routers on a broadcast domain and all run
Ospfv3 but not all of them becoming neighbors.
Reference:
https://supportforums.cisco.com/document/97766/comparing-ospfv3
-ospfv2-routing-protocol

NEW QUESTION: 4
The purpose of the Project Communications Management Knowledge
Area is to:
A. Develop an appropriate approach for project communications.
B. Monitor and control communications throughout the entire
project life cycle.
C. Maintain an optimal flow of information among all project

participants.
D. Ensure timely and appropriate collection of project
information.
Answer: D
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